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Title of Proposed Study

“From the Virtual World to the Real World: Exploring the Potentiality of Single-User Virtual Learning Environments in Improving the Social Communication Skills of Autistic Students”
Introduction

■ Problem-Purpose Statement

■ Research Question

■ Relevant Research & Theories


Methodology

Building a CORPUS

Set Parameters for Text Selection
- Select Key Words to Search
- Use Fields/Indices to Search
- Designate Scope in Years

Establish Procedures for Coding
- Code Behaviors/Disciplines
- Identify Episodic Boundaries
- Download “Antconc”

Finalize Methods of Data Analysis
- Determine Total Title Count
- Organize Exclusion Principles
- Verify Construct Validity
Conclusion

■ Answering the “So What?” Question

■ Possible Future Avenues for Research
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